Exploration of linear multivariate calibration techniques to predict the total antioxidant capacity of green tea from chromatographic fingerprints.
Nowadays fingerprinting is a generally applied technique for the identification and quality assessment of herbal products. In this study it was aimed to predict a quantitative property, the antioxidant capacity of green tea, from chromatographic fingerprints. Different linear multivariate calibration techniques, commonly applied on spectral data, were explored and compared. When the chromatograms were appropriately pretreated, all tested techniques were able to predict the total antioxidant capacity with a precision comparable to that of the reference method (Trolox equivalent antioxidant capacity assay). Stepwise multiple linear regression (MLR) however is less recommended because of inadequate variable selection. Principal components regression (PCR) also seems less preferable, because large variations not correlated with the total antioxidant capacity were also included in the model. This problem does not occur with partial least squares (PLS) models. Of all tested PLS methods, orthogonal projections to latent structures (O-PLS) was preferred because of its simplicity, reproducibility, good interpretability of the compounds' contribution to the antioxidant capacity and its good predictive and describing abilities.